ESSENTIAL SKILLS IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING FOR BUSINESS SCIENCE

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE
1. Refine the student’s expectations about the degree program.
2. Expose them to analytical & scientific thinking needed for strategic & entrepreneurial problem solving in the financial sector.
3. Help the students adjust to the academic environment and teaching system at a tertiary level.
4. Indulge the incoming students in foundational concepts before they go into the respective course syllabi.

FOR WHO?
1. Potential students who are interested in the following programmes
   a) Actuarial Science
   b) Financial Economics
   c) Financial Engineering
2. July intake students already enrolled in the above mentioned programmes.

PROGRAMME OFFERING
1) Bachelor of Business Science (BBS) Immersion
2) Fundamentals of Mathematics: Pre-Calculus
3) Fundamentals of Computing: Statistics and Programming
4) Domain Knowledge (The Financial System)

PROGRAMME DELIVERY
The program is designed to collectively take 24 hours, with 6 hours allocated to each of the four (4) sections highlighted above. The 24 hours will be distributed across 3 weeks, with 2 hours dedicated to each section each week.

PROGRAMME COST
This programme costs Ksh. 10,000

The following discounts are applicable:

a) Enrolled Students (Students who are already enrolled into Actuarial Science, Financial Economics and Financial Engineering programmes) - 100% discount

b) Admitted Students - (Students who have applied for the programme and received admission) - 50 % discount

Payment via Mpesa using Stanbic Bank
1. Go to Paybill Option - Input Paybill No. 168633
2. Account Number - Input No. 990202102900
3. Amount - Input Amount

COMMENCEMENT DATE
The course begins on 23rd June 2020 and runs all through to 3rd July 2020.

For any queries contact
Diana Omondi: 0796 456 564
Email: simsinfo@strathmore.edu